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SALARY  &  EMPLOYMENT  BENEFITS

REPORT :  UK  F INANCE  DIRECTORS  &  CFOS

The results revealing the average pay in each region and

sector as well as the most favoured types of bonuses and

incentives.

 

Among the results we found out that...

 

Those in the south of England earn 23% more than

those in the north of England. Salary figures from FDs

and CFOs registered with UK recruitment specialist. The

average FD salary in the north was £96,715 compared to

£119,408 in the south.

 

 The most highly paid finance directors were ACA

qualified with an average of £119,016. CIMA qualified

finance directors came in second at £108,910 and ACCA-

qualified finance directors were third (£104,904)

.

FDs and CFOs in England and Wales earn around 7.5%

more than their Scottish counterparts - £112,477

compared to just £104,674.

 

 

 

FD Recruit recently conducted a survey with over 1000 finance directors

and CFOS across the UK. They disclosed their salaries and benefits.

 Average salary

for an FD or CFO

in the whole UK

is £112,077

BREAKDOWN  OF  THE  AVERAGE  UK  EMPLOYMENT

BENEFIT  PACKAGE  FOR  FDS  AND  CFOS

Our research showed that almost all

FD remuneration packages were made

up of between 70% and 80% base

salary with the rest made up of

performance-related bonuses.

 

We’ve shown the typical breakdown of

an FDs total annual earnings here

(ignoring any long-term incentives)

 

The average annual bonus (paid out) is

calculated as 20% of the basic salary

which represents 15% of their overall

package.



10  |  What  salary  and  employment  benefits  should  you  offer?

AVERAGE  SALARIES  BY  REGION



AVERAGE  SALARIES  BY  SECTOR



If you an employer
and require advice
about exactly what
salary, equity and
benefits to offer a
potential FD or CFO,
get in touch.
 

www.fdrecruit.co.uk

FD  RECRUIT

A  GUIDE  BY

FOR  AMBIT IOUS
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REQUIRE  A  TALENTED  FD  OR

CFO  TO  HELP  THEIR

BUSINESS  PROSPER


